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Abstract
Detecting representative frames in videos based on hu-
man actions is quite challenging because of the combined
factors of human pose in action and the background. This
paper addresses this problem and formulates the key frame
detection as one of finding the video frames that optimally
maximally contribute to differentiating the underlying ac-
tion category from all other categories. To this end, we in-
troduce a deep two-stream ConvNet for key frame detection
in videos that learns to directly predict the location of key
frames. Our key idea is to automatically generate labeled
data for the CNN learning using a supervised linear dis-
criminant method. While the training data is generated tak-
ing many different human action videos into account, the
trained CNN can predict the importance of frames from a
single video. We specify a new ConvNet framework, consist-
ing of a summarizer and discriminator. The summarizer is
a two-stream ConvNet aimed at, first, capturing the appear-
ance and motion features of video frames, and then encod-
ing the obtained appearance and motion features for video
representation. The discriminator is a fitting function aimed
at distinguishing between the key frames and others in the
video. We conduct experiments on a challenging human ac-
tion dataset UCF101 and show that our method can detect
key frames with high accuracy.
1. Introduction
he ever increasing number of video cameras are generat-
ing unprecedenting amounts of big data that needs efficient
Figure 1. Key frames detected by our deep keyframe detection net-
work.
algorithms for analysis. In particular, a large proportion of
these videos depict events about people such as their ac-
tivities and behaviors. To effectively interpret this data re-
quires computer vision algorithms that have the ability to
understand and recognize human actions. Its core task is
to find out the compelling human action frames in videos
which are able to well represent the distinct actions for their
corresponding videos. Based on this insight, several pa-
pers have presented key frame based action recognition and
video summarization approaches [40, 8, 23, 42, 12, 19].
Therefore, detecting compelling key frames in human ac-
tion videos has been crucial for video interpretation.
Early researchers have proposed various key frame de-
tection methods by several strategies: segment-based [17,
18] cluttering [29] based. Recently, inspired by the re-
markable successes of deep convolutional neural networks
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(CNNs) for image classification, object classification, and
complex events detection [14, 27, 30, 36, 13, 38], several
key frame based works [37, 19, 12] have explored deep
CNNs for key frame detection in human action videos.
However, most of these key frame based video under-
standing methods have not provided the ground truth key
frames in human action videos. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the only works that have mentioned the ground truth
of key frames [9, 10], report the key frames that are manu-
ally selected by two or three people with video processing
background. Since this method is biased by human subjec-
tive factors, the ground truth of key frame selected by this
method may not be consistent and may not be in line with
how computer algorithms consider as key frames. More-
over, little attention has been devoted to the task of auto-
matically generating ground truth frame for key frame de-
tection in videos. This raises an interesting yet challenging
question, how we can automate the process for key frame
labeling in human action videos.
In this work, we introduce a automatic label generation
algorithm that learns to discriminate each frame for key
frame detection. Based on the frame-level video label, we
devise a deep key frame detection in human action videos
network that reasons directly on the entire video frames.
Our key intuition is that the human action video can be well
interpreted by only several compelling frames in a video.
Based on this intuition, we draw support from the power-
ful feature representation ability of CNNs for images and
the class separation ability and dimensionality reduction of
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), we devise a novel auto-
matically generating labels for training the deep key frame
detection model. Our key frame detection model takes a
long human action video as input, and output the key frames
(compelling frames) of a action instance, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.
The core idea of this paper is to introduce a model
that automatically output key frames from human action
videos. Specifically, the contributions are threefold. (1)
We introduce a novel deep two-stream ConvNets based key
frame detection model, which combines the advantages of
CNN model and LDA. (2) We also introduce a novel au-
tomatically generating label method to train the deep key
frame detection model. (3) When applied to UCF101 [28],
the most popular action recognition dataset, our deep two-
stream ConvNets model achieves excellent performance.
2. Related Work
Two-stream ConvNets Two-stream ConvNets have
achieved remarkable success in video analysis, espe-
cially for action recognition and action detection in
videos [26, 31, 34, 6, 4, 5, 3]. Karpathy et al. [13] trained
a ConvNet with deep networking on a very large sports ac-
tivities dataset (Sports-1M). However, the results obtained
by this method were worse than the best hand-crafted
representation method [33] since it used the stacked video
frames as input to the network and did not consider the
temporal motion information of videos. To overcome this,
Simonyan et al. [26] first proposed a two-stream ConvNet
architecture which incorporated spatial and temporal
networks and exploited an ImageNet challenge dataset for
pre-training and calculating optical flow to explicitly cap-
ture motion information. More recently, Feichtenhofer et
al. [6, 4, 5] proposed three new two-stream ConvNets based
on spatio-temporal multiplier architecture and residual net-
works. However, our model differs from these two-stream
ConvNets by its appearance-motion feature aggregating for
key frame detection in human action videos strategy, which
formulates the key frame detection in human action videos
as a regression problem, but not a common classification
problem.
Key frame detection. Many earlier approaches relied on
using a segmentation based pipline. Such methods typically
extracted optical flow and SIFT features [35, 18, 9, 15].
One of the first works [35, 15] described a video with op-
tical flow and detected local minimum changes in terms
of similarity between successive frames. Later works im-
proved upon this pipline by using keypoints detection for
feature extractions [18, 9], which extracted the local fea-
tures via a SIFT descriptor and pooled the keypoints to
achieve key frames in videos. However, all of these ap-
proaches suffer the disadvantage that they may extract sim-
ilar key frames when the same content reappears in a video.
Another class of methods relies on clustering the fea-
tures (e.g. HS color histogram) of video frames into groups.
These methods determine the key frames in a video by de-
tecting a representative frame from each group. Zhuang et
al. [43] proposed an unsupervised clustering method for
identifying the key frame that takes into account the vi-
sual content and motion analysis. Cernekova et al. [25]
improved upon the Cernekova et al. by the mutual infor-
mation (MI) and the joint entropy (JE) between consecu-
tive video frames, by using the MI to measure information
transported from one frame to another, and JE to exploit
the inter-frame information flow respectively. Vazquez et
al. [32] proposed a spectral clustering based key frame de-
tection method that built a graph to capture a feature’s lo-
cality in an image video sequence instead of relying on
a similarity measure computed by the features shared be-
tween two images. It is worth mentioning here the works
on sparse dictionary and Multiple Instance Learning (MIL)
by [1, 21, 22, 16, 41]. They used the dictionary learning or
MIL framework to learn the features of video frames in or-
der to detect the key frame for video summarization, action
recognition or video event detection .
Due to the popularity of deep Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) in image classification, deep CNNs have
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Figure 2. Automatically generating labels to train the deep keyframe detection framework. The appearance and motion information (the
output of fc7 layer) are concatenated as a spatio-temporal feature vector. Thereon, LDA is applied to all the feature vectors of all the classes
of training videos to project the feature vectors to a low dimensional feature space (LDA space) and obtain the projection vectors of each
class videos. Finally, such projection vectors is applied to calculate the frame-level video labels.
been introduced in key frame detection in videos [37, 19,
12, 41]. Yang et al. [37] first introduced the bidirectional
long short term memory (LSTM) for automatically extract-
ing the highlights (key frames) from videos. Most re-
cently, several deep learning based methods for key frame
detection in videos have been proposed [19, 12]. Mahas-
seni et al. [19] first applied the Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GAN) to key frame detection in videos, which used
CNNs to extract the feature of each frame and then en-
coded the feature via LSTM. Kar et al. [12] adopted two-
stream CNNS containing spatial and temporal net with the
MIL framework to detect the key frame with high scores in
videos for action recognition.
Our method differs from the architecture of these deep
CNNs by automatically producing frame-level labels to
train the deep key frame detection model, which can model
using the entire video without the limitation of sequence
length. The most important distinction is that we regard the
compelling frames as key frames in human videos. In other
words, our task is to report the detection results of com-
pelling frames in videos. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first to report the results of key frame detection
via learning the two-stream ConvNets model. Moreover,
our work is the first to automatically generate frame-level
video labels via ConvNets.
3. Approach
In this section, we give detailed description of perform-
ing key frame detection in videos with deep two-stream net-
works. Firstly, we illustrate our motivations and then, we
present our deep key frame detection framework. Finally,
we present our deep key frame detection framework. More
details about our motivations and the key frame detection
architecture are given in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.
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3.1. Motivation
Generating effective video representations is relatively
straight forward via the two-stream convolutional neural
networks. Inspired by the key volume mining for ac-
tion recognition and key frame detection for summarizing
videos [42, 20], it is expected that our proposed key frame
representation will reflect more semantic information ex-
tracted from the whole video. We propose a deep key frame
detection approach, our goal is to discover the compelling
frames in a human action video, that are able to discrimi-
nate against other classes containing different labeled cat-
egory actions. To do this, we first label each frame of a
video using the same label as the complete video since only
video-level labels are generally available. Thereafter, we
can use the frame-level labels and videos to learn a model
that detects the key frame in a video. The proposed deep
key frame detection architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.
3.2. Learning Key Frame Detection Model
To learn a key frame detection model, we need a good
key frame discriminator; and to train a good key frame dis-
criminator, we need key frames labeled in videos. To do
this, we first capture the frame-level video labels by fusing
the video’s appearance and motion information. Then we
make the frame-level video labels that must be applied to
discriminately select the key frame in a video. The process
requires that we first capture the optical flow images in two
adjacent frames for each frame in the video, and then feed
the RGB video sequence and its corresponding optical flow
images to a CNN model, to extract the appearance and mo-
tion information of each video frame. Thereon, the appear-
ance and motion features of each frame are fused to form
a new feature representation, which can enforce the repre-
sentation capability of each frame. Subsequently, we apply
the LDA to all the fused features of all the training videos
to shrink them to a lower dimensional space to form a low
dimensional feature representation. Such features will be
used to produce the label (key frame information) of each
frame. Once the label of each frame in a video is obtained,
we will use the video sequences and their corresponding op-
tical flow images to learn a two-stream ConvNets that can
automatically generate the predictions of key frame loca-
tions in a video. The process of frame-level video labeling
and that of key frame detection is as shown in Figures 2
and 3. Further details can be found below:
Frame-level video labeling: To label frame-level video,
we propose a deep leaning based method as shown in Fig-
ure 2. We denote a video as X = [x1,x1, · · · ,xK ],
xk ∈ R224×224×3, with each frame xk represented as RGB
images. Assume a video X belonging to labeled class c,
c ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}, the output feature map from CNNs
at a fully connected layer(F1, F2, · · · , FK), and its output
feature map from CNNs at the same fully connected layer
of corresponding optical flow image is (O1, O2, · · · , OK),
where Fk and Ok are the CNN feature of k-th frame
RGB and its corresponding optical flow image. Simi-
larly, we can obtain the RGB CNN features and the corre-
sponding optical flow image CNN features of each training
video (VR,1, VR,2, · · · , VR,N ) and (VO,1, VO,2, · · · , VO,N ),
where N denotes the number of training videos, VR,n and
VO,n represent RGB CNN features and its corresponding
optical flow CNN features for n-th training video. Specif-
ically, VR,n and VO,n are composed of (F1, F2, · · · , FK)
and (O1, O2, · · · , OK), respectively.
Thereon, RGB CNN features and optical flow CNN fea-
tures are concatenated to fuse the appearance and motion
information of each video to enforce the video representa-
tion ability. These can be written as (VF1, VF2, · · · , VFN ).
To determine the difference between each frame in a video,
we adopt the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [24] tech-
nique to discriminate between videos from different classes
because LDA can not only perform dimensionality reduc-
tion, but can also preserve as much of the class discrimi-
natory information as possible. To address this issue, we
aggregate the fused features of all the videos belonging to
the same class c as a matrix Vc, and all the features of video
from the same class can be written as {V1, V2, · · · , VC}. In
this paper, we instruct LDA to classify a class c from other
classes. We regard the class c to be distinguished as class
A and all the rest of the classes can be composed as a new
class B. For example, we compare class A belongs to class
1, we can describe the feature matrix of class A and class B
as follows:
VA = V1 (1)
VB = [V2, V3, · · · , VC ] (2)
Given VA and VB , we can perform LDA to obtain the pro-
jection vector WA,
WA = LDA(VA, VB) (3)
Then we useWA to calculate each frame score (label value)
for each training video of class A:
fi,m =
∥∥Fi,m −WTAFi,m∥∥2 (4)
Where Fi,m represents the feature vector of the i-th frame
of the m-th video of class A. Similarly, we can obtain the
feature score of each frame in each video of each class for
all the training videos via Equation (4).
Key frame detection model learning : Given the label
fi,m of each frame in each training video obtained above,
the training videos and corresponding optical flow images
are applied to learn our key frames selection model. Our
proposed model is a deep two-stream convolutional neural
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Figure 3. An overview of the key frame detection two-stream ConvNets framework: appearance and motion networks. The appearance
network operates on RGB frames, and the motion network operates on the optical flow represented as images. The appearance stream
ConNets are used to extract appearance information (the output of fc6-layer) and the motion stream ConvNets are used to extract the
motion information (the output of fc6-layer). The feature maps from the appearance and motion ConvNets are aggregated to form a spatio-
temporal feature representation fc7. Then the fc7 feeds into a fully connected layer(fc8) to form a feature vector with one value. Thereon,
the feature vector feeds into the regression layer to optimize predicted score. Finally, a smooth fitting function is applied to all the final
predicted scores of the whole video to distinguish the key frames from the whole video sequence.
networks architecture. Specifically, one stream is appear-
ance stream A and the other is motion stream B. The ar-
chitecture of these two streams is similar to the VGG-16
network, except for the removal of the last layers (fc7, fc8,
and softmax) from the second fully connected layer (fc6).
Based on fc6-a ( fc6 for CNN stream A) and fc6-b (fc6 for
CNN stream B), the input of the new fully connected layer
fc7 is formed by concatenating fc6-a and fc6-b, then feeding
the output of the fc7 to fc8. The final layer is a regression
layer instead of a softmax layer.
Specifically, assume the output of the RGB and op-
tical flow feature maps of the CNNs of each video is
{F1, F2, · · · , FM} and
{
F (1), F (2), · · · , F (M)}. Then
the appearance-motion aggregated features are given by
{G1, G2, · · · , GM}. And the Gm is obtained by concate-
nating the RGB and optical flow features. After concatena-
tion, we obtain a new fully connected layer feature, and we
adopt the L2 regression loss function to minimize the dif-
ferences between the estimated and the ground truth target
values. Here, the prediction outputs of a video V are writ-
ten as {S1, S2, · · · , SM}. Thereon, we use these predic-
tion outputs of a video to determine the key frames of this
video. To do this, we use the smoothing spline function to
fit a curve to the prediction outputs of a video. In Equation
(4), if the frames are very similar to the frames belonging
to the same category and different from the frames of other
categories, they belongs to the key part of action. However,
for the parts of action that occur with sudden transition, they
have higher response compared to the surrounding frames.
Hence the local maximum between the two minimum cor-
responds to fast moving activities in the fitted curve on the
video sequence frame and the minimum responses corre-
spond to small changes in the activities. Frames are dy-
namically selected depending on the content of the video.
Hence, complex activities or events would have more key
frames compared to simpler activities. Example responses
of our network and the corresponding ground truth curves
obtained by LDA learning for two UCF101 videos is shown
in Figure 4.
3.3. Implementation Details
We use the Caffe toolbox [11] for ConvNet implemen-
tations and all the networks are trained on one NVIDIA
GPU. Here, we describe the implementation details of our
frame-level video annotation scheme and key frame detec-
tion scheme.
Frame-level video labeling: In our experiments, we
use the VGG-16 network [27] trained on the ImageNet
dataset [2] to extract the appearance features and motion
features from the input video frames and their correspond-
ing optical flow images. fc7-layer features of video frames
and the optical flow images are extracted and concatenated
into a 8192-dimensional visual feature vector. Such a vector
of each frame in each video is used to label each individual
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Figure 4. Example responses of our network and the corresponding
ground truth curves obtained by LDA learning for two UCF101
videos. The first two rows show RGB sequence frames and their
corresponding optical flow images. The last row shows the ground
truth curves. The purple solid circle represents the key frames.
frame.
Two-stream ConvNets: We employ the pre-trained VGG-
16 [27] model trained on the ImageNet dataset [2] to design
the two-steam ConvNets. The two-stream network consists
of appearance and motion networks. The appearance Con-
vNet operates on RGB frames and, the motion ConvNet
operates on dense optical frames which are produced from
two adjacent RGB frames. The input RGB image or optical
flow frames are of size 256 × 340, and are central cropped
to a size 224 × 224, and then mean-subtracted for network
training. To fine-tune the network, we replace the fc6 layer
with a concatenated layer, (which is obtained by aggregat-
ing the fc6 of appearance ConvNet and motion ConvNet)
and replace the fc7 with an X-length layer, and the previous
classification layer with a one-way regression layer. The
softmax layer is replaced by a Euclidean loss layer. More-
over, we use the video sequence RGB frames and their cor-
responding optical flow images as training data to fine-tune
the original network instead of the ImageNet dataset. We
use mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to learn
the network parameters, where the batch size is set to 16
and momentum set to 0.9.
In our experiments while training the model, we re-
tain only the convolutional layers and the first fully con-
nected layer (fc6) of each convolutional layers in each net-
work. More specifically we remove the other fully con-
nected layer, classification layer and softmax layer. The fea-
ture maps extracted from the first fully connected layer from
each network are fused as a new feature map, which feeds
into the next fc7 layer in our model. For example, both of
the two feature maps are the outputs of the first fully con-
nected layer of VGG-16 with the size 4096 × 1, leading to
a new fc6 layer feature with the size 8192×1. We fine-tune
the whole model to train spatial and temporal joint Con-
vNets, we then initialize the learning rate with 10−3 and
decrease it by a factor of 10 for every 1,600 iterations. We
rescale the optical flow fields linearly to a range of [0, 255].
For the extraction of the optical flow images, we use the
TVL1 optical flow algorithm [39] from the OpenCV tool-
box. We use batch normalization.
Fully-connected pooling and regression layer: In or-
der to efficiently represent video and encode the appear-
ance and motion features, we proposed to first concate-
nate the first fully-connected layer (fc6-a and fc6-b) fea-
ture vectors of the two streams to form a 8192-dimensional
(4096×2) feature vector and then pass them through a fully-
connected layer consisting of 1024 units, thereon, this 1024-
dimensional feature vector passes through another fully-
connected layer consisting of only a 1-dimensional unit.
Thus, the proposed model extracts a 1-dimensional feature
vector for every frame in an action video. Based on this,
we fine-tuned the last two fully-connected layers (fc7 and
fc8) between the fused layer and the regression layer for the
fusion ConvNets, we initialized the learning rate with 10−2
and decrease it by a factor of 10 for every 3400 iterations in
the model training step. We ran the training for 10 epochs
for both the two stream networks. For the regression layer
training, we choose the Euclidean layer for loss function.
Fitting function setting: In our experiments, we use the
smoothing spline function for fitting a curve using the pre-
dicted values of each frame to find out the key frames. This
function, has a parameter α that controls the fitting shape.
We set α = 0.8 when the frame number in a video is less
than 60 and α = 0.1 if the frame number in a video is more
than 170. Otherwise, we set α = 0.6. Empirically, we find
that this setting demonstrates good performance. However,
other settings may obtain equally good results.
4. Experiments
In this section, we first conduct experiments to validate
the proposed framework and novel techniques, and then
analyse the results for different category videos.
4.1. Dataset
Since there is no benchmark dataset for key frame detec-
tion in human action videos, we conduct our key frame de-
tection experiments on a challenging dataset for video based
human action recognition, namely UCF101 [28]. This
dataset consists of 101 actions classed with 13,320 video
clips. It has at least 100 video clips for each action cate-
gory. Besides its 101 categories, UCF101 has coarse defini-
tions which divide the videos into human and object inter-
action, human and human interaction and sports. Although,
this dataset is designed for human action recognition, we
use it to perform key frame detection experiments. How-
ever, for key frame detection, we just use 20 classes videos
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Figure 5. Example of the key frame detection results and ground truths. The blue curve represents the ground truth curve and the red
curve represents the detected result curve. The blue solid circle represents the temporal location of ground truth and the purple solid circle
represents the key frame temporal location of the detected result.
(200 videos) to train the data to learn the key frame detec-
tion model. To test the performance of our model, we ran-
domly select 300 videos with the same categories for train-
ing, where each class has 15 videos.
4.2. Metrics
As there are no benchmarks or ground truth results for
key frame detection algorithms so far, it is not possible to
present comparisons with any other method. Before we can
evaluate our experimental results, we need to define some
meaningful evaluation metrics as our objective is to match
the ground truth. One direct measure would be evaluate
how many frames predicted key frames that differ from the
ground truth in the test data. Another measure would be
to evaluate the temporal distance between the location of
the key frame and the ground truth. Since we have both
the number and location information of the key frames, in
the following, we derive the two types of evaluation metrics
accordingly.
Key frame number match error: Detecting too many ir-
relevant frames as key frames in a video would undermine
the main objective of video summarization. It will also af-
fect subsequent processing in terms of more computations
and less accuracy due to insignificant key frames. Thus, we
propose a key frame number match error En to evaluate the
detection accuracy. We first assume the ground truth num-
ber of key frame for a given video is Gn and the predicted
number of key frame is Pn, then, the number matching error
can be described as:
En = Pn −Gn (5)
Key frame location match error: The temporal location
matching of key frames is very important in key frame
detection, since it directly illustrates whether the detected
frame is indeed a key frame i.e. important for video sum-
marization. We assume the ground truths of key frame lo-
cations are
{
G
(1)
l , G
(2)
l , · · · , G(k)l
}
and the predicted loca-
tions are
{
P
(1)
l , P
(2)
l , · · · , P (k)l
}
. Then the location match
error is described as:
El = ±1
k
k∑
x=1
∣∣∣P (x)l −G(x)l ∣∣∣ (6)
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Figure 6. Visualizations of key frames detection. The red frames surrounded with blue rectangular box represent the detected key frames.
The timeline gives the position of the frame as a percentile of the total number of frames in the video (best seen in colour).
4.3. Qualitative Results
In this part, we apply our trained two-stream ConvNets
to detect key frames in videos. We report the performance
of our proposed method for key frame detection and give
qualitative results for different category videos. Since there
is no literature that reports the results of key frames de-
tection for the UCF101 dataset, we just compare our re-
sults with the ground truth and validate our method’s per-
formance. Table 1 compares the number and location er-
rors between the detected key frames and ground truth. It
can be clearly seen that our proposed method obtained low
error for number and location of key frames, and the aver-
age location error is lower than one frame. Figure 5 shows
a visualization of the results of key frame detection and
the ground truths for videos of different category. From
Figure 5, we can also see the difference between the de-
tected results and ground truths for both numbers and loca-
tions. Moreover, Figure 6 shows some typical cases (four
test videos) visualized with the output from the proposed
deep keyframes detection algorithm. In the “Baseball Pitch”
example we observe that our deep model detects the key
frames that seem to correspond to (i) the movement of lift-
ing the leg, (ii) throwing the baseball and (iii) the bend of
the body after the throw. We also see a similar trend in
the “Clean and Jerk” example, where deep key frame detec-
tion model detects the frames corresponding to (i) the ini-
tial preparation, (ii) the lifting of the barbell and (iii) drop-
ping the barbell. In the “Diving” example, the detected key
frames correspond to (i) taking off, (ii) flipping in the air,
and (iii) diving into the water. In the “High Jump” example,
the detected key frames correspond to (i) running, (ii) tak-
ing off, and (iii)jumping over the pole and landing. Such
frame detections resonate with previous works that have
highlighted the general presence of three atomic actions in
classes that can describe certain actions [7]. These visual-
izations strengthen our claim that our deep ConvNet is able
to well and truly distinguish between human actions cap-
tured in video frames by detecting the differences in each
frame. We further observe from these visualizations that
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Average Error in Keyframe
Class Name Number Position
Baseball Pitch ±1.73 ±0.455
Basket. Dunk ±1.64 ±0.640
Billiards ±2.18 ±1.300
Clean and Jerk ±2.27 ±1.202
Cliff Diving ±2.45 ±0.627
Cricket Bowl. ±2.45 ±1.14
Cricket Shot ±1.27 ±0.828
Diving ±2.00 ±0.907
Frisbee Catch ±1.73 ±0.546
Golf Swing ±2.45 ±0.752
Hamm. Throw ±1.73 ±1.223
High Jump ±1.73 ±0.434
Javelin Throw ±2.45 ±0.555
Long Jump ±2.27 ±0.611
Pole Vault ±2.64 ±1.139
Shotput ±2.00 ±0.564
Soccer Penalty ±2.09 ±0.712
Tennis Swing ±1.64 ±0.554
Throw Discus ±2.09 ±0.642
Volley. Spike ±1.54 ±0.633
Average accuracy ±2.02 ±0.773
Table 1. Accuracy performance comparison of the location and
number matching of key frames obtained by our learning model
with the ground truths using 20 classes of the UCF101 dataset.
our deep ConvNets also implicitly learn to decompose ac-
tions from certain classes into simpler sub-events. In other
words, our deep ConvNets can output key frames which
can correctly represent a video shot with less redundancy
in frames.
5. Conclusion
We presented a key frame detection deep ConvNets
framework which can detect the key frames in human action
videos. Such frames can correctly represent a human action
shot with less redundancy, which is helpful for video analy-
sis task such as video summarization and subsequent action
recognition. The proposed method used to address this issue
was learning to dynamically detect key frames for different
videos. However, there is no benchmark dataset for evalu-
ating key frame detection methods. To overcome this, we
used the popular action recognition dataset UCF101 to per-
form our experiments. However, this dataset lacks frame-
level labels. To tackle this issue, we employed an automat-
ically generating frame-level label approach by combining
the CNN feature of each frame and LDA. Then a deep Con-
vNets for key frames detection model was learned by com-
bining the RGB video frames and their corresponding op-
tical flow images. We verified our method on the dataset
UCF101 and obtained encouraging results. This work is the
first to report results for key frame detection in human ac-
tion videos via deep learning.
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